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Daily Overview for Fearless Faith .

Theme

Together,
the
Courage to
Show Up

Together,
the
Courage to
Trust

Together,
the
Courage to
Forgive

Together,
the
Courage to
Stand

Together,
the
Courage to
Do Justice

Together,
the
Courage to
Change

Scripture Key Verse

Genesis
12:1–8

Ruth

Genesis
45:1–15

Daniel 3

Esther 4

Acts 10

Together,
the
Matthew 28
Courage to
Connect

Genesis
12:7–8

Ruth
1:16–18

Genesis
45:14–15

Daniel 3:28

Esther
4:13–14;
8:6

Acts
10:44–45

Matthew
28:19–20

Theological
Summary
God called Abram out
of his comfortable life
to create community,
and when Abram
showed up, God
met him there and
blessed him.
Ruth is an outsider
who learned to trust
Naomi, Naomi’s
community, and
her God, and when
she did, everyone
benefited.
When Joseph knew
it was safe to do
so, he showed his
forgiveness to his
brothers so that the
work of God could
go on.
When we are called
to be different than
others and to stand
with our community,
we will not stand
alone.
Esther took a risk to
defend God’s people
because she trusted
God’s covenant with
her community.
Sometimes a
community has to
change its plans to be
faithful to God’s story
rather than just doing
what the community
has already done
before.
In order to bless all
nations, Jesus calls
the community to
cross borders and
cultures and be
willing to be changed
by them as well.

Campers Will
• know they are connected to one another just by
showing up

• find camp to be a place where they are valued and
accepted for who they are
• become familiar with surroundings

• acknowledge fear of new experiences and rejection
• learn the importance of trusting each other

• discover the impact of trust on a community
• reflect on consequences of broken trust
• acknowledge fear of betrayal

• experience the transformative power of forgiveness
in relationships
• explore giving and receiving grace

• discover how forgiveness is communal

• acknowledge fear of being taken advantage of/hurt
again
• find confidence in community

• discover the impact of communal worship
• find strength in numbers

• acknowledge fear of being misperceived
• understand that our choices can have positive
effects on the community
• identify and address injustice

• expand their understanding of community to a
global scale
• acknowledge the fear of failure

• learn that community adapts to change from inside
and outside
• notice that change is inevitable
• celebrate and share change

• acknowledge fear of the unknown
• learn to invite others into a community of fearless
faith

• understand the value of being a community of faith
outside of camp
• leave with a connection between camp and home
communities
• acknowledge fear of being alone, going home,
being forgotten
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